Managing stocks in long-term trading ranges – 60% to 70% of all
stocks exhibit trading range patterns – even in a bull market.
Distribution of returns – Normal vs. Fat Tails
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60% TO 70% OF ALL STOCKS ARE IN THIS REGION – ALL THE TIME

The central part of the distribution of returns holds about 60% to 70% of the population at any
given time. This is also true for relative returns as measured by relative strength.
These stocks do not move in major trends and more often than not they will exhibit a trading
range pattern on the relative strength point and figure charts. The presentation used by Market
Dynamics is long-term in perspective and four years of data are used to construct these charts.
This becomes very important when assessing the extremes of historic trading ranges.
Trading ranges reflect the repeated reversals of trends at about the same levels on the charts
over time. The more frequently a level on the chart has proved to be a reversal level the more
important that reversal level becomes. Trading ranges are a function of long-term support and
resistance at work.
Naturally the high reversal points offer an opportunity to sell and the low reversal points offer a
chance to buy. If the trading range fails and a downside breakout occurs then the risk is limited
to the level just below the failure point. By buying close to the trading range failure point the risk
of the position is limited. By taking advantage of trading ranges the portfolio manager is able to
sell into strength and to buy after weakness. Profits are captured at near maximums and
retracement is avoided.
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JPM - Trading Range

This is an example of a trading range on the relative strength
p&f chart. This company is a large, fairly mature, high quality
financial institution. These kinds of stocks normally do not
have major bull and bear runs. It is not uncommon for large
cap mature stocks to be locked into trading ranges for
extended periods of time – sometimes several years or more.
There is usually considerable profit opportunity from the low
end of the trading range to the high. Relative strength seems to
be particularly well suited to the management of stocks in
trading ranges. The 45° bullish support lines are not as
important in dealing with stocks in trading ranges as they are
with stocks in major long-tern trends.
The recent extremes of the trading range provide an estimate
of the possible upside potential and the likely downside risk.
These estimates should not be considered to be precise but
are a general guide as to likely reversal points.
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CPQ - Trading Range

This is an example of a trading range that shifted to a lower
level and then narrowed considerably. This is somewhat
unusual because while trading ranges may shift up and down they usually retain their range from low to high.
The trading range over the past year is very narrow and shows
limited upside potential even if the stock is purchased at the
absolute low of the trading range!
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XOM - Trading Range

This is a very narrow trading range that has
persisted for over a year. This stock does offer a
safe-haven during declining periods in the market
but limited upside potential.
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GBLX - Trading Range

This is an extended trading range that has a range of almost
35 boxes from bottom to top. This range shows a base
forming recently at a level about 5 boxes above the prior low
end of the range.
In this case, the upside potential appears to be substantial
relative to the market provided the fundamentals suggest an
big upside move is about to begin.
The 45° bullish support lines were late in their signals of
reversals from the high end of the trading range.
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FNDT - Trading Range

This trading range has shown several oscillations from low to high and
back. Once setup – trading ranges seem to be better at suggesting sell
points at the high end than picking buy points at the low end. In my
experience, it is more likely for stocks to breakout of trading ranges in
the downward direction than to breakout to the upside. It seems that
more dramatic changes in fundamentals are required to generate an
upside breakout. A downside breakout can be the result of prolonged
dullness and a slow deterioration in the fundamental performance of
the stock.
When using the trading range to time a purchase, it seems prudent to
wait for a meaningful base to form in the lower levels of the trading
range. This adds confirmation of support at the low end of the trading
range.
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AOL - Trading Range

Triple top buy
signal

This chart shows 45° bearish resistance lines that
confirmed the prior reversal from the low end of the
trading range. The stock appears to be building a base
recently and may be in the process of turning up.
Support has been recorded across row (C) on three
occasions. In my opinion the failure point would be
recorded by a drop below the main low at row (H).
The upside potential as measured by the upper extreme is
over 20 boxes, which is substantial.
It is far from certain that the trading range will support the
stock but it currently looks promising. There is a triple top
buy signal that was recorded in the prior column.
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TYC - Trading Range

This stock appears to be testing the high extreme of a trading
range. If the stock is currently in the portfolio it could be given
some time to see if an upside breakout might materialize. If the
stock was not currently owned it will probably be best to wait for
a better entry point.
This trading range covers several years. The longer the prior
resistance levels contain the upside movement, the more likely
the resistance will turn the stock back down into the trading
range.
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RATL - Trading Range

This stock seems to have more of an uptrend look but the
trading range possibility is very real. If the stock is able to
breakout, then rely on the 45° bullish support line to
provide an indication of a downside reversal when it occurs.
The stock has started to move sideways for the past 6
columns at roughly the level of the old resistance. This adds
to the evidence that supports the trading range chart
interpretation. Sometimes we just have to wait for the
situation to clarify itself.
In my opinion, it is always better to err of the side of
conservatism, which supports the trading range opinion for
this stock.
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BBY - Trading Range

Earlier this year this stock made a minor breakout above
the old highs of the trading range and then failed. The 45°
bullish support line was broken after a top formed roughly at the old trading range highs.
A recent move back into the upper regions of the trading
range has developed. In my opinion this recent move
should be given a low probability of a trading range
breakout to the upside.
The number of columns that have reversed at roughly the
row (B) level suggests serious resistance. These are the
kinds of judgments that are often used to interpret a
trading range and the likely movement within the trading
range.
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GILD - Trading Range

This stock has shown several oscillations up and
down within a trading range over the past year.
Currently the stock has reversed downward from a
level that approximates the high end of the trading
range. The low end of the trading range is 15 boxes or
more below current levels, suggesting serious
downside risk relative to the market. The failure of the
stock to hold its position above the 45° bullish
support lines also adds evidence to the trading range
conclusion.
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NEM - Trading Range

This trading range covers over two years and the current
position is at the very low end of the trading range. The very
long–term nature of this trading range suggests that a
dramatic turnaround will be required to breakout above the
old resistance.
This stock is in the gold mining industry where the current
consensus opinion is that gold will never come back and gold
mining stocks should be avoided completely. Even with all
the negative psychology surrounding this industry, the stock
has not broken below the old lows of the trading range.
The low end of the trading range may hold but it is an
altogether different matter to anticipate an upside breakout
from the trading range. The upside breakout should be given
a much lower probability assessment than an opinion that the
trading range low will hold.
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FDO - Trading Range

This is another example of a very long-term trading range. Here
again a dramatic fundamental change will be required to
generate a breakout to the upside from this trading range.
Therefore the potential upside appears to be limited. It should
also be remembered that a downside breakout carries a higher
probably in the long run. This could be the result of a slow but
persistent deterioration in the fundamentals of the company.
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DV - Trading Range

This is another example of a long-term trading range with
limited upside potential. Previous comments apply.
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EAT - Trading Range

The big problem with long-term trading ranges is the
tendency to ride them up and down with little progress as a
result. In addition, I believe many more trading ranges are
terminated with a downside breakout than with an upside
breakout. A long-term trading range betrays a certain lack of
direction, which may actually be the result of management
complacency with or inability to improve upon the “status
quo” in the conduct of the business.
The modern economy seems to be very dynamic and
companies are either moving forward or going backward.
Things don’t stand still for very long! So a long-term trading
range should not be considered as a positive by investors.
Investors should take advantage of trading ranges and not
get “locked” into them.
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EL - Trading Range

This is a long-term trading range that has
narrowed considerably. Recently there has
been a tendency for the swings from low
to high to be only about ten boxes.
Which way will the breakout go? We can’t
know until it takes place!
It seems clear that more interesting stocks
could be found to replace a stock in such
a limited trading range.
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EPG - Trading Range

The burden of proof remains with a stock like
this until it breaks out. A long-term trading
range should be assumed to remain in place
until it is definitely replaced by a major trend
movement in one direction or the other.
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MIL - Trading Range

It appears that historic resistance has turned this stock down
at almost exactly the same levels as in a prior trading range.
The 45° bullish support line is currently providing support
but the resistance seems to be formidable.
The resistance that appeared is from levels that were
recorded 2 or 3 years ago. This demonstrates the need for a
chart presentation that covers several years of history.
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PFE - Trading Range

The large number of long-term trading range examples
that have been included in this tutorial is to make the point
that dealing with long-term trading ranges is a major part
of successful portfolio management. To repeat, 60% to
70% of all stocks are showing trading range patterns all
the time.
Unless your stock is in one of the extreme tails of the
distribution, the stock is most likely to be experiencing a
long-term trading range.
Value managers and anyone trying to apply contrary
opinion will be dealing with long-term trading ranges most
of the time.
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USIX - Trading Range

In my opinion, the most likely pattern to follow a major bear market move by a stock
is a long-term trading range. It is also likely that the new trading range will develop at
a much lower level than the prior bull market highs. It is also unrealistic to expect the
stock to recycle quickly back to the old highs if the range is as broad as it is for this
stock. The lower end of old resistance will set up a new ceiling that will limit the
stocks ability to go up.
Investors seem to want to buy stocks that have gone down the most. This seems to
ignore the probabilities that a new bull move in the stock is less likely than a longterm trading range. The distribution of returns in the stock market makes this
conclusion inescapable.
A long-term trading range that is terminated by an upside breakout is usually what is
meant by an upside breakout from a major base. During the formation of a major
base (i.e. long-term trading range) the high priced stock with losses is sold by the
weak holders and the stock goes into the hands of strong holders who are willing to
buy for the long-term based on knowledge of the long-term fundamental value of the
stock. This process takes a long time! The upside breakout is totally uncertain until it
becomes a reality. The trading range may be a base or it may be a ledge and we can’t
tell “for sure” until the breakout occurs. In my experience, it is more likely that a
trading range will turnout to be a ledge than a base and that it usually takes longer
than you think.
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DELL - Trading Range

This is an example of a trading range that developed after a
prolonged bullish trend. Will this trading range turn out to be a
top or a base for another move up? We don’t know and we can’t
know until the breakout occurs.
It is more likely to be a top than a base, in my opinion. The
sideways movement through the 45° bullish support line seems
to add to the evidence that it will be a top.
This trading range has been in place for so long that a downside
breakout will trap many investors with high-priced stock, which
is being held at a loss (i.e. weak holders). Weak holders are more
inclined to sell and the downside price breakout from a top
converts many investors into weak holders.
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CMB - Trading Range

Another long-term trading range.
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OXHP - Trading Range

This chart shows the development of a new long-term trading
range after a major bear move to the downside. This stock
has not quickly run back to the old highs as is hoped for by
the bargain hunters that want to buy the stocks that have
gone down the most. This trading range has been in place for
the past two years.
It makes little sense to say this stock is cheap at 20 only
because it once traded at 60. The basing process that sets up
the next bull move requires a prolonged trading range during
which stock is transferred back into the hands of strong
holders. This is what takes time! The width of the new base
should be roughly as wide as the width of the old trading
range that turned out to be a top.
The existence of weak holders is what creates resistance and
precludes rapid movement back to the old highs.
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GENZ - Trading Range

This stock has experienced several oscillations
back and forth within its trading range.
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PG - Trading Range

This shows a drop from one trading
range to a lower trading range. Many
times the new trading range will be very
similar in amplitude to the old trading
range.
This tendency for the amplitude to repeat
is useful to investors when estimating
the extent of moves in the new trading
range.
Several examples follow.
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DE - Trading Range

The amplitudes of these trading ranges are
remarkably similar!
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EFII - Trading Range

As of the time of preparation of this tutorial, this lower trading
range is only an estimate. The early oscillations have been
constrained but it would seem likely to me that the new trading
range should expand to match the amplitude of the old trading
range.
The width of the top was many columns wide and the width of
the new trading range should match the width of the old top.
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ALL - Trading Range

The new lower trading range amplitude is
just a little wider than the old trading range.
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TRADING RANGES – SUMMARY
Trading ranges are among the most important patterns in the analysis of relative
strength in point and figure format. It is important to note how frequently trading
ranges appear on these charts – i.e. 60% to 70% of all stocks are in trading ranges all
the time.
Many times, trading ranges will persist for serveral years or more. The stocks of
large cap, mature companies will often be in trading ranges for prolonged periods.
The amplitudes of trading ranges seem to repeat from one time period to the next.
Simple rule – buy at the lower extreme of the trading range and sell close to the hgih
end of the trading range. The extremes are not precise – a box or two is close
enough!
In my opinion, it is easier for trading ranges to breakout to the downside vs upside
breakouts.
The very first step in the analysis of a chart of relative strength in point and figure
format is the application of the principles of trading range analysis to the chart being
reviewed.
Trading ranges should limit the desire to be a bargain hunter until a trading range is
in evidence and reasonable estimates of the extremes of the trading range can be
relied upon. The stock must be able to prove that it has stopped going down!
A trading range does not constitute a base until a meaningful upside breakout has
taken place.
Trading ranges show up clearly on the long-term relative strength point and figure
charts.
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To return to the tutorial table of contents click

mdtutor.pdf

303-804-0507 or FAX @ 303-804-0513
clayallen@msn.com

THIS IS NOT IN ANY SENSE A SOLICITATION OR OFFER OF THE PURCHASE OR
SALE OF SECURITIES. THE FACTUAL STATEMENTS HEREIN HAVE BEEN TAKEN
FROM SOURCES WE BELIEVE TO BE RELIABLE BUT SUCH STATEMENTS ARE
MADE WITHOUT ANY REPRESENTATION AS TO ACCURACY OR OTHERWISE.
OPINIONS EXPRESSED ARE OUR OWN UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. FROM TIME
TO TIME WE MAY BUY AND SELL THE SECURITIES REFERRED TO HEREIN, AND
MAY HAVE A LONG OR SHORT POSITION THEREIN. PRICES SHOWN ARE
APPROXIMATE.
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